For this new edition of the Clinical Masters™ magazine, this is what the participants had to say about their experience of the programs and presenters this year.

**ENDODONTICS**
—June 2016, Athens, Greece

The course was really impressive and informative.
Dr. Mohammad Mortzavi (Iran)

Heidelberg was a very nice experience. Dr. Marius Steigmann was an inspiration, and I learned a lot of new techniques in flap design, suturing and implant placement. For me, this was a revelation and I’m thrilled to have benefitted from this experience.
Dr. Karleif Taksdal (Norway)

**ADVANCED IMPLANT ESTHETICS**
—October 2016, Heidelberg, Germany

I was completely satisfied and gained a lot of knowledge. The theoretical part was quite understandable and perfectly fitted with the hands-on practice afterwards.
Dr. Dimitra Tsangaratou (Greece)

Good proportional combination of theory and practical exercises. Very good organization overall.
Dr. Curd Bohlen (Netherlands)

Heidelberg was a very nice experience. Dr. Marius Steigmann was an inspiration, and I learned a lot of new techniques in flap design, suturing and implant placement. For me, this was a revelation and I’m thrilled to have benefitted from this experience.
Dr. Karleif Taksdal (Norway)

**ESTHETIC AND RESTORATIVE DENTISTRY**
—February 2016, Geneva, Switzerland

I was completely satisfied and gained a lot of knowledge. The theoretical part was quite understandable and perfectly fitted with the hands-on practice afterwards.
Dr. Dimitra Tsangaratou (Greece)

Dr. Didier Dietschi’s presentations were amazing and I would recommend the course to my colleagues.
Dr. Andrea Ferrazzi (Italy)

Dr. Didier Dietschi’s presentations were amazing and I would recommend the course to my colleagues.
Dr. Andrea Ferrazzi (Italy)

Very organized course in a really welcoming environment, perfect for learning.
Dr. Didier Dietschi’s presentations were amazing and offered great content.
Dr. Zahira Mendoza (U.S.)
It was more than I expected! Dr. Stavros Pelekanos is probably the best lecturer that I’ve met. He shared everything with us and was totally available to help with the hands-on practice when we needed his help.

Dr. Francisca Micola (Romania)

Dr. Stavros Pelekanos was a wealth of knowledge. His approachable personality and eagerness to answer questions made his session really enjoyable and informative. I am looking forward to learning with him again.

Dr. Ibrahim al-Salti (Australia)

Very satisfied. Exceeded my expectations. Would definitely recommend to others.

Dr. Dominic Gordon (Poland/Jamaica)

The program was much better than I expected. Well done!

Dr. Nektarios Tsoromokos (Great Britain)

It was a really helpful experience which taught me a lot; a really good course. The hands-on practice with the microscope and videos Dr. Domenico Massironi showed us was my favorite part.

Dr. Francisca Micola (Romania)

The way the microscope training was delivered was the highlight of the course for me. Dr. Domenico Massironi’s presentation was done with utmost effectiveness and knowledge, addressing problems which can arise in the daily practice.

Dr. Mehmet Kalcay (Turkey)

The way that the course material was delivered was excellent. Dr. Stavros Pelekanos and his team were really efficient in delivering the course content and made sure everyone got the help they needed.

Dr. Mehmet Kalcay (Turkey)

As a new practicing dentist, this course was a great opportunity to learn more and improve my learning and practice skills with great teachers who were greatly supportive. It also helped me to have more self-confidence. I am very much looking forward to the next session.

Dr. Nazanin Sharifsamani (Hungary)

ESTHETIC AND RESTORATIVE DENTISTRY
—October 2016, Milan, Italy